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7703569/3977458
divinehandstt@gmail.com

CONTRACTUAL AGREEMENT
This contract is made effective on this day _______ of _________________, 20____ by
and between _________________________________________ of _____________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
And DT2K Exceptional Dzigns to do the rentals/décor for their event on _________ of
_________________, 20______ at ________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________.

1. Included in the décor package are: __________ pillars
__________ arch(es)
__________ round/rectangular tablecloths
__________ runners/overlays
__________ chair covers
__________ chair sashes
__________ centerpieces (long/short)
__________skirting
__________ Full stage décor inclusive of backdrop décor, head table décor, cake table
décor and lighting.
__________ Full hall décor (draping)
2. Client will be responsible for any damage to property inclusive but not limited to
centerpieces, linen, backdrops etc. With reference to décor for event, DT2K
Exceptional Dzigns will set up the decorations and leave. Once decorations are set
up, all equipment brought in and set up will be under client’s liability. All damage
and or missing property will be charged at full replacement costs.
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3. When applicable, the client agrees to set up all furniture in the order that the
client so desires before décor is laid.
4. Upon signature, the Decorator reserves the time and date agreed upon, and will
not make other reservations for that specific time and date. For this reason, the
deposit of five hundred dollars ($500.00) is required and non-refundable, even if the
event date is changed or event is cancelled for ANY reason. Two (2) months
PRIOR to date reserved, 50% of the balance is required to be paid. The client
understands and agrees that the entire balance owed is due two (2) weeks PRIOR
to decorating session.
5. DT2K Exceptional Dzigns offers many options of linen in many different colours
and textures. A client may bring a swatch to match colour to DT2K Exceptional
Dzigns selection. However, the client understands and agrees that colours may
differ slightly based on material and choice of manufacturer. For this reason an
appointment is scheduled to see a sample product.
Thank you for choosing DT2K Exceptional Dzigns. Exceptional service is our
specialty.

______________________________
Client’s Signature

______________________________
Client’s ID Number

______________________________
Event Decorator
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